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Dear Editor,
COVID-19 is an acute respiratory illness caused by the SARS-COV2, whose transmission occurs via droplets or direct contact with contaminated objects (i.e., fomites). Thus,
the first-line preventive strategies are to increase the social distances, and potentiate all
general prevention measures regarding the common infective respiratory diseases [1].
COVID-19 has enveloped the world causing greater morbidity and mortality to the most
vulnerable populations, including older people and those with neurological disabilities [2].
Thus, the disease has had many impacts on people around the world including, among
other issues, the need to stay at home, avoid public gatherings, wear masks and gloves.
Notably, these issues are more difficult for persons with neurological disabilities who are
the most vulnerable because of the altered mobility and cognitive dysfunction, the need for
assistance for self-care, assistive devices, and supplies [1,2].
The unfolding COVID-19 pandemic is transforming neurological care more than any
other crisis in modern history. Social distancing and quarantine have cut off access to
routine medical care for numerous individuals with neurological diseases [3,4]. Indeed,
many neurological patients are at increased risk when coinfected with COVID-19 because of
their advanced age (e.g, patients with Alzheimer disease and Parkinson Disease), comorbid
conditions (e.g., individuals with respiratory impairment in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis),
or immunosuppressive treatments (e.g., people with multiple sclerosis). Besides routine
visits and pharmacological treatments, neurological patients need neurorehabilitation due
to their, often severe, motor and cognitive/behavioral disabilities.
To face the pandemic, the healthcare system had to rapidly change its organization
worldwide. Indeed, many wards dedicated to chronic diseases and/or rehabilitation
have been converted into acute ones to better deal with medical and neurological complications of patients affected by COVID-19 [5–7]. Early discharge from rehabilitation
units of negative patients was performed, with shortening of their rehabilitation plan.
Moreover, new admissions to neurorehabilitation have been suspended or temporarily
reduced, as well as outpatient services. Thus, other ways to provide patients with the due
rehabilitation/support were necessary [5].
Telemedicine is a means of providing health care services at distance by using ICT,
and its use is particularly important during this COVID-19 pandemic. Potentially, every
field of medicine may benefit from this tool, including telecardiology, teledermatology,
telestroke and telerehabilitation [8]. The latter represents an emerging and innovative
approach during the patient’s rehabilitation pathway helping in improving motor, cognitive or psycho-behavioral disorders. Indeed, teleneurorehabilitation may provide many
types of interventions, including physiotherapy, speech, cognitive and behavioral therapy,
occupational therapy, telemonitoring, and teleconsultation [9,10].
This is the reason why the tool can guarantee the continuity of care over time (as it
can be immediately applied after discharge) and in space (by closing the gap between
the hospital and patients’ home, also when they live far or in rural areas provided that
internet connection is present). Moreover, teleneurorehabilitation can provide substantial
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cost savings (due to the reduction in specialized human resources and avoiding travel),
improvements in comfort and patient lifestyle, and increased frequency and adherence to
therapy [8].
Possible reasons for the use of telemedicine in the neurology field may include for
weaning down of pain medicine, adjusting medications for spasticity or neuropathic pain,
reevaluation of a decubitus or for reevaluation of how newly initiated medication regiments
are working [11]. The tool can also be used to evaluate the performance and efficacy of
neurological therapy. Moreover, physiatrists/neurologists as well as other rehabilitation
professionals might use teleconferencing to bridge the gap between the acute care and
rehabilitation hospital, for traditional inpatient team meetings and for meetings with home
care therapists, especially during pandemics [8]. Specialty services can also be provided,
such as monitoring control of glucose levels, blood pressure as well as monitoring the
status of other vital signs, such as measurement of pulse oximetry, heart rate and weight.
Finally, the tool could be used to reach out to children with developmental disabilities as
to configure a family-centered and home-based models of care, in which digital physical
therapy will adopt a modified framework of care [12].
Growing evidence supports the feasibility and effectiveness of such remote care delivery [8]. For example, remote care by a neurologist via videoconferencing was associated
with outcomes comparable with regular outpatient visits, but with much greater efficiency [7]. Moreover, telemedicine can be used to deliver home-based interventions, such
as activity-based training for survivors of stroke, which was as effective when delivered
via telemedicine as through in-clinic programs [7,11].
Nonetheless, only few studies have investigated the role of neurorehabilitation during
the COVID-19 pandemic [13–16]. In particular, the HomeCoRe (i.e., Home Cognitive
Rehabilitation software) seems to offer an innovative approach and a valid support for
home-based cognitive rehabilitation in neurodegenerative diseases, such as mild cognitive
impairment and early dementia [13]. Moreover, another study found that a home care
system using a commercial smartwatch and smartphone app equipped with machine
learning can facilitate participation in home training and improve the upper limb function
in patients with chronic stroke [15].
The rapid expansion of telemedicine into current daily practice also comes with challenges. One concern is about privacy and security, given that not all available tools for
videoconferencing comply with internationally accepted standards to protect patient’s
confidentiality. Another drawback is the potential to disrupt the traditional doctor–patient
relationship, as the treatment of disease has long been viewed as a holistic process, with human contact, personal interaction, and direct communication valued as critical components
of effective and compassionate care.
Finally, lack of reimbursement has also impeded a wider introduction of telemedicine
services for those with private or no insurance, and only a few countries are addressing the
critical legal and financial issues and standards of care [8].
The future course of the COVID-19 pandemic cannot be predicted with certainty,
but teleneurorehabilitation will probably be an integral part of patient care for at least
another year, and this change in care may become entrenched for the long term. Indeed,
telerehabilitation not only decreases non-essential face-to-face training, but also provides
earlier access to specialized care, reduces the burden of patient transport, and is often more
comfortable for both patients and caregivers, avoiding the potential spread of COVID-19
during this pandemic. Incorporating telemedicine into the infrastructure of patient care
will ensure a more viable and robust system that can withstand future global pandemics,
or future waves of the current one.
Thus, the use of teleneurorehabilitation should become part of the new normal rather
than the exception, encouraging the support and creation of innovative technology, even
after this terrible pandemic ends.
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